
I
liked it when I was
in Primary School.

It’s boring!

I
only do it when I’m

forced to.

I
find it frustrating.

It’s something
we’re forced to do at

school.



READING…

…THERE’S A LOT
MORE TO IT THAN YOU

THINK!
What do we read?





Reading is an activity, you need
to do it actively and engage with what

you’re reading.

It can be difficult to know where and how to
start with reading but I’ve got a series of
activities for us to work through t hat will

equip you with all of the skills you need to be
an active and careful reader.

There are three stages in reading - before, during and after - and
we need to use different skills during each stage in order to fully understand

the text we’re reading.

We can use a really simple acronym to remind us of the skills we need to use
when we’re reading.

Word Bank

acronym
SQ4R



Watch my video and summarise
what each skill involves.

SQ4R
Survey

Question

4R
read
recite
record
review

Word Bank

summarise





QUESTION RECORD

REVIEW



BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

Here are our three stages reading, see if
you match the SQ4R skills to the correct
stage at which they’re used.



LEARNING ANALYSIS
What have you learnt?

What do you need to look at again?

1. Write down the reading acronym we have learnt.

2. What do each of the letters stand for?

3. List three text features that you look for when surveying a text.

4. Sketch the SQ4R tool in the box below.

Self evaluation

SKILL

Surveying a text

Creating
questions

Reciting
information

Recording
information

Reviewing what
you’ve read

My target:



Give it a Go!
Using the skills we’ve learnt and the SQ4R tool, read the following text.



QUESTION RECORD

REVIEW



How did you do?
This is for you and your teacher to identify what you did well and what you

need to work on.

Skill Teacher’s
Analysis

Pupil’s
Analysis

Teacher’s Tip Pupil’s
Comment

Survey

Question

Read

Recite

Record

Review

Fill in each cell with either green, amber or red to show how
well you think the skill was covered.



What did the stamp say to
the envelope?

Wow, you’ve been busy! I’m glad you know all
about SQ4R, it’s an excellent way to tackle

texts. Now that you know what it is, I am going
to help you develop your your skills. I have

some great tools and tips to help you with each
of the skills you need to use, you just need to

find out which once work best for you. Let’s get
working straight away and think about

surveying texts. Before we look at some tools,
write down what you do when you survey a text

and list the feature that you need to look out
for.



SURVEYFirst of all, let’s check that we’re all using the
same vocabulary when talking about different text
features. Your teacher will give you a text book,
identify the features from the grid below and write
down one example from the text.

Print Features

Feature Helps the reader… Example
Table of contents � To locate information and

see main topics and points.

Glossaries � To quickly find a key term
from an alphabetical list.

Index/Indices � To quickly find the pages
that contain the information
you’re looking for.

Key word � To define key words to find
out their meaning in the text.

Graphic Aids

Diagrams � To understand a more
detailed or simplified view
of the information.

Graphs, charts and tables � To organise large amount of
information
� Summarise and draw

conclusions.

Maps � To understand where an
event happened



Graphic Aids continued…

Feature Helps the reader… Example
Timelines � Understand the chronology of

information or a story and the
cause and effect of events.

Illustrations � Understand information in a
visual way.
� Understand an idea from the

text that is unclear.

Labels � To identify a picture or a
photograph and its parts.

Organisational Aids

Bold print � By signalling that the word is
important.
� By showing that it is a key

word.

Italics

Titles � Identify the topic of the text.
� To understand the main idea

of the text.
� Make connections between

what they already know and
what the text is about.
� Identify topics as they skim

and scan
� Divide the text into sections

Headings

Subheadings � To navigate through sections
of text.
� Understand the main idea of

each section of the text.
� To locate information in the

text by telling them where to
look.

Captions � Understand what is shown in a
photo or illustration.
� Understand information that

may or may not  be in the text.
Stick with me

and we will go places!



Looking at how the text is organised , or its
structure. By looking at how the text is structured, we can
identify key concepts and anticipate what the text is going to
be about. So, how do you know how to identify how the text is
organised and what it means? Well, we look for signal words,
watch my video and I will explain it to you in more detail!

Cause and Effect Compare and
Contrast

Sequential Problem and
Solution

Description

Cause is why
something
happened.

Effect is what
happened.

Shows how two
or more things
are alike and/or
how they are

different.

Describes items
or events in
order or tells
the steps to
follow to do
something or

make
something.

Tells about a
problem (and

sometimes says
why there is a
problem) then
gives one or

more possible
solutions.

A topic, idea,
person, place,

or thing is
described by
listing its
features,

characteristics,
or examples.

Signal Words

So
Because
Since

Therefore
If…then

This led to
Reason why
As a result

May be due to
Effect of

Consequently
For this reason

Same as
Similar
Alike

As well as
Not only…but

also
Both

Instead of
Either…or

On the other
hand

Different from
As opposed to

First
Second
Next
Then

Before
After

Finally
Following

Not long after
Now
Soon

Question is…
Dilemma is…

The puzzle is…
To solve this…
One answer is…
One reason for

the
problem is…

For instance
Such as…

To begin with
An example
To illustrate

Characteristics
*Look for the

topic word (or a
synonym or

pronoun) to be

Challenge yourself with my little game.

http://www.classtools.net/widgets/dustbin_5/JFQqP.htm




